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Abstract
Background: We have recently introduced a predictive framework for studying gene transcriptional regulation
in simpler organisms using a novel supervised learning algorithm called GeneClass. GeneClass is motivated by the
hypothesis that in model organisms such as Saccharomyces cerevisiae, we can learn a decision rule for predicting
whether a gene is up- or down-regulated in a particular microarray experiment based on the presence of binding
site subsequences ("motifs") in the gene's regulatory region and the expression levels of regulators such as
transcription factors in the experiment ("parents"). GeneClass formulates the learning task as a classification
problem — predicting +1 and -1 labels corresponding to up- and down-regulation beyond the levels of biological
and measurement noise in microarray measurements. Using the Adaboost algorithm, GeneClass learns a
prediction function in the form of an alternating decision tree, a margin-based generalization of a decision tree.
Methods: In the current work, we introduce a new, robust version of the GeneClass algorithm that increases
stability and computational efficiency, yielding a more scalable and reliable predictive model. The improved
stability of the prediction tree enables us to introduce a detailed post-processing framework for biological
interpretation, including individual and group target gene analysis to reveal condition-specific regulation programs
and to suggest signaling pathways. Robust GeneClass uses a novel stabilized variant of boosting that allows a set
of correlated features, rather than single features, to be included at nodes of the tree; in this way, biologically
important features that are correlated with the single best feature are retained rather than decorrelated and lost
in the next round of boosting. Other computational developments include fast matrix computation of the loss
function for all features, allowing scalability to large datasets, and the use of abstaining weak rules, which results
in a more shallow and interpretable tree. We also show how to incorporate genome-wide protein-DNA binding
data from ChIP chip experiments into the GeneClass algorithm, and we use an improved noise model for gene
expression data.
Results: Using the improved scalability of Robust GeneClass, we present larger scale experiments on a yeast
environmental stress dataset, training and testing on all genes and using a comprehensive set of potential
regulators. We demonstrate the improved stability of the features in the learned prediction tree, and we show
the utility of the post-processing framework by analyzing two groups of genes in yeast — the protein chaperones
and a set of putative targets of the Nrg1 and Nrg2 transcription factors — and suggesting novel hypotheses about
their transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation. Detailed results and Robust GeneClass source code is
available for download from http://www.cs.columbia.edu/compbio/robust-geneclass.
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Understanding the underlying mechanisms of gene tran-
scriptional regulation through analysis of high-through-
put genomic data — including gene expression data from
microarray experiments, regulatory sequence data, and
protein-DNA binding data from new experimental tech-
niques like ChIP chip assays — has become a central goal
in computational biology. For simpler model organisms
such as S. cerevisiae, there have been several computa-
tional approaches integrating heterogeneous data sources,
in particular gene expression and regulatory sequence
data, to solve different problems in gene regulation: iden-
tification of regulatory elements in non-coding DNA
[1,2], discovery of co-occurrence of regulatory motifs and
combinatorial effects of regulatory molecules [3] and
organization of genes that appear to be subject to com-
mon regulatory control into "regulatory modules" [4-6].
Among recent studies that try to learn a global model of
gene regulation in an organism — rather than simply
extracting statistically significant regulatory patterns —
most attempt to discover structure in the dataset as for-
malized by probabilistic models [5-10] (often graphical
models or Bayesian networks). Most of these structure
learning approaches build a model from training data and
provide useful exploratory tools that allow the user to gen-
erate biological hypotheses about transcriptional regula-
tion from the model; however, these models are rarely
used to try to make accurate predictions about which genes
will be up- or down-regulated in new or held-out experi-
ments (test data). One partial exception is the recent work
of Beer and Tavazoie [6], which does make predictions
and report performance on test data: the authors cluster
gene expression profiles, use a motif discovery algorithm
to find putative binding motifs in the upstream sequences
of genes in each cluster, and then learn a Bayes net model
for predicting cluster membership based on motif data.
However, since the clustering and motif discovery steps
rely on using all the data (training and test), and since the
predictions are relative to fixed clusters on one dataset, the
method does not easily generalize to entirely new or held-
out microarray experiments. While these probabilistic
approaches give a rich description of biological data and
a way to generate hypotheses, the often missing validation
on an independent test set makes it difficult to directly
compare performance of the different algorithms or to
decide whether the model has overfit the training data.
We have recently presented an alternative predictive mode-
ling framework for the computational study of gene regu-
lation, based on supervised learning — in particular,
large-margin classification — rather than probabilistic
generative models. The core of our approach is an algo-
rithm called GeneClass [11,12] that learns a prediction
function for the regulatory response of genes under differ-
ent experimental conditions. The inputs to our learning
algorithm are the gene-specific regulatory sequences —
represented by the set of binding site patterns they contain
("motifs") — and the experiment-specific expression lev-
els of regulators ("parents"). The output is a prediction of
the expression state of the regulated gene in a particular
experiment. By predicting only whether the gene is up- or
down-regulated — rather than a real-valued expression
level — we exploit modern and effective classification
algorithms. GeneClass uses the Adaboost learning algo-
rithm with a margin-based generalization of decision trees
called alternating decision trees (ADTs). We evaluated the
performance of our method by measuring prediction
accuracy on held-out microarray experiments and
achieved very good classification results in this setting
[11]; moreover, we gave basic methods for post-process-
ing the learned ADT to extract significant regulators,
motifs, and motif-regulator pairs [11,12].
In the current work, we present a robust version of Gene-
Class incorporating computational improvements that
permit larger feature spaces and datasets, allowing us to
use the full set of regulators and make predictions for all
genes, and introducing a stabilized variant of boosting
that yields a more robust model. The improved stability of
the prediction tree allows us to perform detailed condi-
tion-specific post-processing of the learned models,
including individual and group target gene analysis and
signaling pathway analysis. The main idea in our stabi-
lized boosting approach is to allow a set of correlated fea-
tures, rather than single features, to be included at nodes
of the tree. In regular boosting, biologically important fea-
tures that are correlated with the single best feature are
decorrelated in the next round of boosting and may fail to
be captured by the model. Stabilized boosting retains
these correlated features, so that in post-processing we
obtain more stable ranked lists of features. Robust Gene-
Class also incorporates other computational develop-
ments, including fast matrix computation of the loss
function for all features to allow scalability to large data-
sets and the use of abstaining weak rules, which results in
a shallower and more interpretable tree. We also improve
our noise model for discretization of expression values,
and we show how GeneClass can integrate expression
data either with motif sequence features — representing
known or putative transcription factor binding sites — or
with transcription factor occupancy data from genome-
wide protein-DNA binding assays, enabling new analysis
about the relationship between signaling molecule
expression and transcription factor activity. We report
large scale computational experiments on a yeast environ-
mental stress dataset, and we apply our post-processing
framework to analyze the condition-specific regulation of
a group of protein chaperone genes. We also analyze a set
of genes that are believed to be targets of the Nrg1 andPage 2 of 14
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ments [13].
Results
The Robust GeneClass algorithm
We apply the "robust" implementation of the GeneClass
algorithm to study the regulatory response of the yeast S.
cerevisiae under environmental stress and DNA damage
conditions. GeneClass is a supervised learning algorithm,
based on the boosting technique from machine learning,
that learns a prediction function for the differential
expression of any gene in an experimental condition given
the vector of motif hits occurring in the gene's promoter
region and the vector of mRNA expression levels of a set
of regulators (transcription factors and signaling mole-
cules) in the experiment. The input to the algorithm is a
training set of gene expression experiments and the pro-
moter sequences of all genes, together with a pre-deter-
mined candidate set of regulators and a set of putative
transcription factor binding site motifs. The expression
data is discretized into up (+1), down (-1), or baseline (0)
expression levels using an expression-specific noise model
(see Methods). The output is a prediction function in the
form of an alternating decision tree (ADT). This function
predicts up/down regulation of a gene-experiment exam-
ple using a tree based on questions of the form, "Is motif
X present in the upstream region of the gene and is the
state of regulator Y up/down in that experiment?" Unlike
regular decision trees, which make yes/no predictions,
ADTs generate real-valued prediction scores whose sign
gives the up/down prediction and whose size gives a
measure of confidence in that prediction. An overview of
the GeneClass algorithm, including the representation of
the training data and a small example ADT, is given in Fig-
ure 1.
Given a training set of gene experiments, GeneClass learns
a single prediction function (ADT) that can make predic-
tions for all genes in a set of held-out experiments (test
data). In our robust version of the algorithm, motif and
regulator features chosen by the algorithm are more stable
(see below), so that analysis of the learned ADT models
reveals more confident information about gene regula-
tion. We apply our postprocessing framework to extract
detailed information about condition-specific regulation
for individual target genes and groups of target genes.
Datasets and experiments
Gene expression data
We use two datasets in our analysis: the environmental
stress response (ESR) [14], consisting of 173 microarray
experiments measuring the response in S. cerevisiae
genome (6110 genes) to diverse environmental stresses;
and the DNA damage dataset [15], consisting of 53 exper-
iments measuring expression patterns (6167 genes) of
wild-type and mutants cells. All measurements are given
as log2 fold changes with respect to unstimulated refer-
ence expression.
Regulator set
We scale up our earlier formulation [11] by using a parent
set of 475 regulators consisting of 237 known and puta-
tive transcription factors and 250 known and putative sig-
naling molecules, with an overlap of 12 genes of
Overview of GeneClass algorithmFigure 1
Overview of GeneClass algorithm. (Left) Data representation for input to the GeneClass algorithm. Pπe represents the 
states of the parents π in each experiment e. Mμg represents the presence/absence of motifs μ in the promoter of genes g. y 
represents the label of each example with feature vector xg,e. (Right) The output of the algorithm is an alternating decision tree, 
which defines a prediction function for the up/down regulatory response of genes. Each splitter node represents a feature cho-
sen by the algorithm, and the prediction node below it contains its prediction score.Page 3 of 14
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and 9 generic (global) regulators are obtained from Lee et
al. [16].
Motif set
We use the motif matrix provided by Pilpel et al. [3]. The
weight matrices for 356 known and putative transcription
factor binding sites are derived using AlignACE [2] and
matched to promoters of 5651 genes in the genome using
ScanACE [2].
Occupancy data
Lee et al. [16] used genome-wide location analysis, based
on modified chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP), to
identify genomic binding sites for 113 transcription fac-
tors in living yeast cells under a single growth condition,
using upstream regions of 6270 genes. For each genomic
region, the transcription factor occupancy is reported as
the log intensity ratio of the IP-enriched channel versus
the genomic DNA channel, and a single array error model
[16] is used to assign p-values to these measurements. We
use the ChIP data as a binary "motif" matrix by threshold-
ing the p-values, so that each target gene's motif vector is
replaced by a ChIP occupancy vector for the set of tran-
scription factors. We tried different thresholds of 0.001,
0.05 and 0.1 (results not shown) and found the best pre-
diction accuracy with a p-value threshold of 0.1.
Target set
We extend the original GeneClass algorithm to use all tar-
get genes for which both motif and expression data is
available. Table 2 shows the number of target genes used
for different experiments (Gene lists may be found online
at http://www.cs.columbia.edu/compbio/robust-gene
class[17]). We also use a new and improved technique
based on the intensity-dependent noise distribution to
discretize the expression data (see Methods).
Software and databases
All code is written in MATLAB and is downloadable from
the supplementary website. [17] We use Graphviz [18] to
visualize our trees. The Saccharomyces genome database
and Incyte's Yeast proteome database are used for annota-
tion analysis during post-processing.
Cross-validation and stabilization
In order to assess the predictive ability of our algorithm
we perform 10-fold cross-validation on all genes present
in the data set for 1000 boosting iterations. We divide the
experiments into 10 random folds. We use each of the 10
folds as test sets while using the remaining 9 folds as train-
ing data to learn ADTs. We use the Pilpel [3] motif-matrix
and the list of 475 known and putative parents. We aver-
age the test-loss (errors in prediction) over the 10 folds.
The average test-loss on all genes is 16.2% ± 4.0% on the
ESR data set and 23.4% ± 6.3% on the DNA damage data
set. The same trees when tested on sets of selected target
genes consisting of high-variance genes (standard devia-
tion over experiments > 1.2) and genes that are part of
clusters identified by hierarchical clustering analysis
[14,15] (~1400 genes) give losses of 13.1% ± 2.4% and
13.3% ± 3.0%, respectively.
Scatter plot and confusion matrixFigure 2
Scatter plot and confusion matrix. (Left) The scatter plot shows the correlation between prediction scores (x-axis) and 
true log expression values (y-axis) for genes on held-out experiments. (Right) Confusion matrix: truth and predictions for all 
genes in the held-out experiments, including those expressed at baseline levels. Examples are binned by assigning a threshold of 
0.95 for positive prediction scores and -0.2 for negative prediction scores.Page 4 of 14
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for all examples (up, down, and baseline) from the held-
out experiments using 10-fold cross-validation on the
whole ESR data set. The correlation coefficient is 0.58 for
+1 and -1 examples in the test set and 0.31 for all exam-
ples. While this correlation would not be considered high
for a regression problem, it is significant in our current set-
ting, since we do not use the true expression values or the
baseline examples for training. By assigning thresholds to
expression and prediction values, we bin the examples
into up, down and baseline to obtain the confusion
matrix in Figure 2. It is important to note that examples
are labeled as baseline when they are within the replicate
noise limits. These examples are not used in training since
the confidence in the labels is low. However, the baseline
examples predicted as +1 or -1 with high prediction scores
could possibly indicate biologically meaningful differen-
tial expression within the levels of replicate noise.
In our previous work [11], at each boosting iteration we
add only a single feature. In a case where several features
are highly correlated with each other (e.g., parents having
similar expression over experiments, or motifs that often
co-occur in promoter regions), only one of them will be
added to the tree, but all of them will be decorrelated after
reweighting the examples. Hence, correlated features can
appear in different nodes in the tree or predictive features
could be missing altogether in the entire tree, a conse-
quence that is inconvenient for extracting significant fea-
tures during post-processing. Figure 3 shows the
expression data for USV1, PPT1 and XBP1 in the ESR data-
set. These happen to rank among the top 10 predictive reg-
ulators for this dataset. As is evident, USV1 and XBP1 are
highly correlated whereas USV1 and PPT1 are anticorre-
lated. Stabilization tends to bring them together in robust
nodes. Without stabilization, these regulators appear in
different nodes in the tree, and it becomes difficult to rec-
ognize that the activities of these regulators are highly cor-
related.
We solve this problem in Robust Geneclass by adding a set
of highly correlated weak rules. This improves the inter-
pretability as well as stability of the ADT. Table 1 shows
how Robust GeneClass stabilizes trees trained on different
folds. We rank the parents (regulators) based on an itera-
tion score (IS). The IS is the boosting iteration at which
Stabilization: Correlated and anticorrelated featuresFigure 3
Stabilization: Correlated and anticorrelated features. The expression data from the ESR data set for regulators USV1, 
PPT1 and XBP1 are compared. All three are highly predictive parents. Without stabilization, they appear in different nodes of 
the learned trees. With stabilization, they are grouped together in robust nodes. Stabilization thus helps to preserve relevant 
information about correlated features, improving the biological interpretability during post-processing analysis.Page 5 of 14
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for more details). We compare the 20 top-ranking parents
by IS for 10-fold cross-validation runs with and without
stabilization on the ESR data set. These lists are the result
of the change in the tree structure due to changes in the
training set by holding out different sets of experiments.
The standard deviation in IS over folds decreases by up to
a factor of 10. The ordering is affected especially for lower-
ranking parents (rank > 6). By including more complete
information about predictive features, we obtain more
stable and interpretable trees.
Table 2 shows the specific effects of the new discretization
scheme, abstaining and stabilization on the prediction
accuracy. We perform 10-fold cross-validation on the
complete ESR dataset as well as the reduced set of 1411
targets with and without these three new algorithmic
changes. The table shows that the new discretization
Table 2: Effects of abstaining, stabilization and discretization on prediction accuracy. 
No. of targets No. of Iterations Discretization Abstain Stabilize Mean test-loss
1411 400 Old No No 11.50%
1411 400 Old Yes No 16.01%
1411 400 New Yes No 13.13%
1411 400 New Yes Yes 13.50%
5579 1000 Old No No 14.00%
5579 1000 Old Yes No 18.99%
5579 1000 New Yes No 15.80%
5579 1000 New Yes Yes 16.10%
The table shows different experimental setups to test the effects of abstaining, stabilization, and the new discretization technique. All the experiments 
involve 10-fold cross-validation on the ESR data set. Column 1 represents the number of target genes used. Column 2 indicates the number of 
iterations. Column 3 specifies the discretization technique used. Columns 4 and 5 specify whether abstaining and stabilization were used. Column 6 
reports the average test loss. The first and fifth experiments are the original GeneClass algorithm. The fourth and eighth experiments are the Robust 
GeneClass algorithm with all three algorithmic improvements. Comparing rows 2, 3 and 6, 7 we see that the use of new discretization technique alone 
improves test loss. Comparing rows 3, 4 and 7, 8 we see that stabilization alone does not have any significant effect on test loss. Comparing rows 1, 2 
and 5, 6 we observe that abstaining increases test loss. The combined effect of the three algorithmic improvements results in a small increase in test loss 
due to the somewhat poorer accuracy of abstaining weak rules; however, abstaining improves the interpretability of the model and significantly speeds 
up training time.
Table 1: Stabilized trees. Top ten parents ranked by iteration score (IS) for alternating decision trees learned with and without 
stabilization. The stabilization uses parameters η1 = 0.01 and η2 = 0.03. (See Methods/Stabilization Section).
without stabilization with stabilization
rank parent iteration score rank parent iteration score
1 TPK1 1.400 ± 1.265 1 TPK1 1.400 ± 1.265
2 USV1 3.500 ± 1.434 2 USV1 3.500 ± 1.434
3 AFR1 6.800 ± 3.360 3 AFR1 6.800 ± 3.360
4 ATG1 11.800 ± 20.099 4 ATG1 7.700 ± 7.747
5 MDG1 12.100 ± 11.090 5 MDG1 10.000 ± 9.369
6 XBP1 17.800 ± 6.460 6 XBP1 16.800 ± 5.287
7 ETR1 41.400 ± 24.972 7 CIN5 18.600 ± 7.604
8 YJL103C 45.000 ± 26.600 8 GIS1 20.600 ± 12.607
9 CIN5 56.100 ± 71.527 9 SDS22 20.900 ± 11.406
10 KIN82 57.800 ± 24.179 10 YFL052W 22.000 ± 6.815
11 GAT2 58.800 ± 55.249 11 YJL103C 22.200 ± 4.803
12 MSG5 61.700 ± 96.126 12 KIN82 22.400 ± 3.806
13 PDE1 65.200 ± 61.853 13 PDE1 22.800 ± 9.426
14 ASK10 68.300 ± 91.629 14 SIP4 22.900 ± 8.478
15 RME1 69.900 ± 23.572 15 ETR1 24.000 ± 3.771
16 YVH1 73.500 ± 24.865 16 GAC1 24.400 ± 4.142
17 MET28 86.300 ± 43.564 17 GAT2 25.100 ± 5.666
18 SDS22 86.800 ± 72.380 18 HAP4 25.900 ± 6.173
19 MTH1 91.900 ± 50.573 19 SIP2 26.000 ± 6.146
20 GPA2 92.800 ± 44.619 20 MTL1 26.000 ± 6.146Page 6 of 14
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error over using a simple fold change cut-off. The predic-
tion accuracy is not significantly affected due to stabiliza-
tion. This result is expected since stabilization basically
prevents the algorithm from missing correlated features
and helps to retain biologically relevant features in the
tree. Abstaining on the other hand does cause an increase
(~4.5%) in the test error. However, abstaining leads to
more interpretable and shallower trees by avoiding long
paths of "yes" and "no" edges; individual paths in the pre-
diction tree are also shorter and more statistically signifi-
cant with abstaining. Moreover, by adding a single node
rather than a pair of yes/no nodes at each iteration of
boosting, the search space of nodes is only half as large,
and overhead associated with the nodes is also reduced.
We find that abstaining leads to a 4-fold reduction in run-
ning time on the ESR dataset for 1000 iterations.
To assess the difficulty of the classification task, we also
compare to a baseline method, k-nearest neighbor classi-
fication (kNN), where each test example is classified by a
vote of its k nearest neighbors in the training set. For a dis-
tance function, we use a weighted sum of Euclidean dis-
tances d((g1, e1), (g2, e2))2 = wm ||  - || 2 + wp ||
- ||2, where mg represents the vector of motif counts
for gene g and pe represents the parent expression vector in
experiment e. We try various weight ratios 10-3 < (wm/wp)
< 103 and values of k < 20, and we use both binary and
integer representations of the motif data. We obtain min-
imum test loss of 25.5% for the whole ESR data set at k =
15 for integer motif counts using a weight-ratio of 1, giv-
ing much poorer performance than boosting with ADTs
(test loss of 16.2%).
Motif data versus CHIP chip data
In order to study different aspects of target gene regulation
we use different sets of motifs and parents with the Gene-
Class algorithm. Since these experiments are primarily
used for post-processing analysis, we use a single random
held-out test set consisting of one tenth of the non-zero
labeled (gene, experiment) pairs in order to get an esti-
mate of test error. The experiments are as shown in Table
3. In the following sections we shall refer to these experi-
ments by their abbreviated names.
Post-processing case study
We use the post-processing framework on individual
genes, sets of genes and regulators for a case study related
to heat shock genes and protein folding chaperones as
well as the heat shock transcription factor HSF1. (The
complete gene list and analyses of additional gene sets can
be downloaded from the supplementary website [17].)
Unless otherwise mentioned, all analysis is on the ESR
dataset [14].
Heat shock genes, protein folding chaperones and HSF1
It has been observed that a subset of around 26 protein
folding chaperones is induced by a variety of stress condi-
tions [14]. The Hsf1p transcription factor along with
Msn2p/Msn4p are known to be the prime regulators for
this set of genes. We first use the group target gene analysis
framework to analyze this set of genes across all 173 ESR
experiments. We analyze specific relevant experiments —
MSN2/4 deletion mutants, MSN2 and MSN4 over-expres-
sion mutant, YAP1 deletion mutants and YAP1 over-
expression mutant — as well as studying regulatory phe-
nomena in opposite polarities of heat shock, i.e. tempera-
ture increase versus temperature decrease (see Figure 4).
Group target gene analysis: Protein folding chaperones
We start with a global analysis of the protein folding chap-
erones in all experiments. We rank the motif-regulator
pairs using the frequency score (FS). The FS of a feature is
the number of target gene-experiment examples that sat-
isfy that feature (see Methods for details).
In both the ChIP+all and Pilpel+all experimental setups,
we find CMK2 and SLT2 among the top scoring features as
parents. Slt2p is the terminal MAPKinase in the PKC path-
way and is known to be involved in regulating response to
heat shock, hypo-osmotic shock, polarized cell growth
and response to nutrient availability [19]. In both experi-
mental setups, SLT2 is found associated in a motif-parent
pair with the HSF1 binding site, indicating that HSF1 may
be a target of the PKC pathway in many of these stresses.
CMK2 is also found associated with the HSF1 "motif"
(binding occupancy) in the ChIP+all setup. In mamma-
mg1 mg 2 pe1
pe2
Table 3: Different experimental setups and their performance
Experiment Motif data Parents Targets Error on ESR Error on DNA 
damage
ChIP+all ChIP 475 SM+TF 6102 17.29% 23.56%
ChIP+SM ChIP 250 SM 6102 16.7% 23.33%
Pilpel+all Pilpel motifs 475 SM+TF 5579 12.7% 18.87%
Pilpel+TF Pilpel motifs 237 TF 5579 13.7% 20.34%
Pilpel+SM Pilpel motifs 250 SM 5579 14.11% 19.58%Page 7 of 14
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found to significantly affect HSF1 function, [20] and asso-
ciation between CMK2 and the HSF1 motif might indicate
a similar relationship in yeast. Other high scoring parents
include USV1 and TPK1. The high scoring MSN4 motif is
found to be associated with SLT2 and PTP2, the latter
being part of the HOG MAPKinase pathway. It is interest-
ing to note that Ptp2p can inactivate Slt2p via phosphor-
ylation and also that a Ptp2 mutant has been found to be
hyper-sensitive to heat [21]. MSN4 could thus be a down-
stream target of pathways involving these signaling mole-
cules. The (TPK1 parent, SKN7 occupancy) pair is also
found to be high scoring. Skn7p has a DNA binding
domain homologous to that of Hsf1p and is considered to
be an integrator of signals from various MAPKinase path-
ways. It is once again interesting to note that neither HSF1
nor MSN4 are high scoring parents: their mRNA levels do
not vary significantly in the dataset, and their activity is
primarily controlled post-transcriptionally and by cellular
localization. Thus, the mRNA levels of these transcription
factors do not appear to be predictive of their targets.
However, their motifs/DNA-binding profiles are found to
be strongly predictive.
We also use the group target gene analysis framework in
sets of experiments consisting of specific stresses, again
ranking features by FS, to examine phenomena unique to
these stress responses.
Figure 5 shows the parents and motifs that are predictive
of the differential expression of the heat shock genes in
the simultaneous heat and osmolarity shock experiments.
The predictive parents and motifs are the same as the ones
found in the global analysis of these targets in all experi-
ments. However, in the alternate carbon source response
and diauxic shift experiments, we specifically find the
(SNF3 parent, HAP4 occupancy) pair to be the highest
scoring feature in the ChIP+all setup. Snf3p is part of the
glucose sensor family and the Hap4p is a transcription fac-
tor involved in regulating growth in non-fermentable car-
bon sources [22]. Similarly, the (PTP2 parent, MSN4
occupancy) feature is particularly prominent in the hyper-
osmotic stress indicating possible activation of the HOG1
pathway. Skn7p and Hsf1p have been shown to induce
several heat shock proteins in response to oxidative stress
[23]. We observe this phenomenon in the features
extracted for response to peroxide, DTT and diamide. For
the starvation responses, which are unique in that the cells
undergo permanent cell-cycle arrest, we see the emergence
of CLB2 and CDC5 as high scoring parents in the Pilpel+all
setup. Both these regulators control exit from mitosis, and
CLB2 (necessary for G2 repression of the SCB factor) is
Heat shock protein analysisFigure 4
Heat shock protein analysis. (Left) Comparison of trees for response of heat shock proteins to increasing and decreasing 
heat shock. It is interesting to note that XBP1 and WTM1 are repressors. (Right) Condition-specific regulation of SSA1 and 
HSP104. The grey squares indicate that the target gene was in the baseline state for those experiments.Page 8 of 14
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clear evidence that, in addition to global regulatory mech-
anisms, we are also able to extract important context-spe-
cific regulatory features.
Individual target gene analysis: Protein folding chaperones
We perform individual target gene analysis for two heat
shock proteins, SSA1 and HSP104. We use the target gene
analysis framework with the ChIP+allreg setup and
observe interesting aspects of condition-specific regula-
tion, summarized in Figure 4.
We look for high scoring HSF1 and MSN4 motifs to
account for activity of these factors. SSA1 seems to be
independent of MSN4 in all stresses. It appears to be pri-
marily regulated by HSF1 and YAP1 in heat shock, simul-
taneous heat and osmotic shock, YAP1 deletion mutant
exposed to heat shock and YAP1 deletion mutant exposed
to peroxide. YAP1 seems to have exclusive control in the
peroxide response while GIS1 is found to be the key regu-
lator (parent) in the diamide response and stationary
phase response. Gis1p is known to regulate some heat
shock proteins [24]. It is not known if Gis1p binding is
Group target gene analysisFigure 5
Group target gene analysis. The figure shows the regulatory motifs and parents that are predictive of the expression of the 
heat shock proteins in the simultaneous heat and osmolarity shock experiments. The bottom right rectangle represents the 
discretized expression of the targets in the experiments under study. Red represents +1 (up regulation). Green represents -1 
(down regulation). Black represents 0 (baseline). The top right rectangle shows the expression of the predictive parents. The 
parents are ordered from top to bottom in decreasing order of frequency score (number of examples that pass through nodes 
containing the parent). The bottom left illustration represents the upstream regulatory promoter regions of the target genes. 
The motifs are arranged in decreasing order of frequency score from left to right. A reduced section of the subtree with the 
top 3 predictive features is also shown. The intensity of the nodes (in gray scale) reflect the frequency scores. Darker nodes 
have higher frequency scores.Page 9 of 14
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that the two might be independent at least in the case of
SSA1. HSP104 has Msn4p, Hsf1p and Skn7p binding sites
in its upstream region and appears to be actively regulated
by these transcription factors in a stress specific manner.
Skn7p, Msn4p and Hsf1p appear to jointly control regula-
tion in almost all stresses. The exceptions are hyper-
osmotic stress and peroxide stress where only Skn7p and
Msn4p seem to be active and the response to stationary
phase induction where Skn7p and Hsf1p seem to be
active.
Regulator and signaling pathway analysis: Protein folding chaperones
We also study the HSF1 regulator and extract the signaling
molecules that are predictive of its activity and its targets.
We use the ChIP+SM setup and extract all signaling mole-
cules that associate with HSF1 occupancy in the entire
tree. We find an important section of the PKA signaling
pathway (TPK1, BCY1, PDE1, YAK1) as well as parts of the
PKC pathway (WSC4, SLT2 and CDC28). We also find
SDS22, GIP2 and GAC1, all of which are sub-units of the
Glc7p protein phosphatase, which has been identified as
an Hsf1p binding protein [25].
Group target gene analysis of putative Nrg1/Nrg2 targets
The transcriptional repressors Nrg1p and Nrg2p (Nrg1/
Nrg2) have been previously implicated in glucose repres-
sion. Recent genome-wide expression analysis experi-
ments by Vyas et al. [13] identify 150 genes that are up-
regulated in NRG1/NRG2 double mutant cells, relative to
wild-type cells, during growth in glucose. These genes are
involved in mito-chondrial function, carbon utilization
and signaling, nitrogen utilization and pseudophyphal
growth, cell wall and cell surface function, transcriptional
control, mating, transport of nutrients and ions, and other
cellular processes. They further show that Nrg1 and Nrg2
might affect a larger set of stress response genes.
Using the group target gene analysis framework (ChIP+all
setup), we analyze the regulatory machinery that is predic-
tive of the expression of these genes in the entire ESR data-
set. We extract the subtree corresponding to the expression
of these 150 target genes in all 173 experiments and rank
the parents and motifs by frequency score. 228 parents
and 100 motifs appear in the subtree. Interestingly, NRG1
appears at rank 14 among the parents and at rank 17
among the motifs with high frequency scores. This
strongly supports the hypothesis that these genes could be
regulated by Nrg1p. The expression of NRG2 does not
change significantly in most of the experiments, and the
binding sites for Nrg1p and Nrg2p are very similar. These
reasons could explain why the latter does not appear in
the subtree.
Previous studies have implicated Nrg1p and/or Nrg2p in
glucose repression, nitrogen starvation response and
pseudohyphal growth, adaptation to alkaline pH, and ion
tolerance. Our analysis finds that the other top scoring
parents and motifs have similar functions. CUP1A and
CUP1B, which are involved in Cu ion homeostasis, are
among the top 10 motifs and parents. Other regulators
with strongly predictive expression profiles include TPK1,
CMK2, MDG1, USV1, GIS1 (stress response regulators),
MTH1 (carbohydrate metabolism, hexose transport),
XBP1 (pseudohyphal growth) and PPZ2 (K+ ion and pH
homeostasis). The high scoring predictive motifs are those
of RGM1 (transcriptional repressor), MAL13, MAL33
(maltose catabolism), GPT2, INO2, INO4 (phospholypid
biosynthesis), DAL82, GAT1 (nitrogen metabolism),
STE12, SKN7 (pseudohyphal growth), ECM22, GPT2,
CBF1, CIN5 (drug, ion and osmotic stress response). A fig-
ure on the supplementary website [17] illustrates the reg-
ulatory mechanisms in more detail.
Discussion & Conclusion
Our work on the Robust GeneClass algorithm is moti-
vated by two important challenges in learning models of
transcriptional gene regulation from high throughput
data. The first challenge is to find a favorable trade-off
between the statistical validity of the model — most con-
vincingly measured by its ability to generalize to test data
— and biological interpretability. Clearly, an interpreta-
ble model that overfits the training data is not meaning-
ful, while a fully "black box" prediction rule, however
accurate its generalization performance, tells us little
about biology. The second challenge is to capture condi-
tion-specific rather than static models of regulation. A
model based on partitioning genes into static clusters, for
example, fails to address the fact that under different con-
ditions, a gene could be controlled by different regulators
and share transcriptional programs with different sets of
target genes.
Most work on modeling gene regulation has focused on
the problem of learning interpretable structure and placed
less emphasis on quantifying how well the models gener-
alize. The most popular structure-learning approach,
probabilistic graphical models, can certainly be used to
make predictions in various ways and can generalize well
in the presence of sufficient training data. However, since
both the underlying regulatory mechanisms and the prob-
abilistic model trying to represent them are complex, and
since training data is limited, it is critical to demonstrate
the statistical validity of the learned structure, or at least to
investigate how much of the structure is robust to noise or
small perturbations in the data. For example, the Bayesian
network-based MinReg algorithm [10] has been shown to
improve the probability of correct target gene state predic-
tion in cross-validation over a clustering approach, andPage 10 of 14
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works in Bayesian network learning [9]. More prevalent
use of statistical validation of these kinds is essential to
assess progress in modeling efforts.
In the GeneClass approach, we formulate gene regulation
as a binary prediction problem (i.e. predicting up/down
regulatory response of target genes), and we demonstrate
very strong predictive performance on test data. Our main
goal in Robust GeneClass is not to improve prediction
accuracy, which is already good, but to increase the stabil-
ity of features included in the prediction tree to enable the
detailed target gene analysis that we present in our post-
processing framework. As we show in Table 1, our stabili-
zation technique greatly improves the robustness of the
ranked list of features added to the model. Improved sta-
bility allows the reliable analysis of subtrees correspond-
ing to specific target genes or experiments, giving more
meaningful biological interpretation. We have also
improved our discretization approach, which does
slightly improve test accuracy. One technical change we
have incorporated — the use of abstaining weak rules —
is specifically intended to improve interpretability of the
prediction tree. Abstaining makes the trees and subtrees
shallower and easier to understand and makes individual
paths shorter and more statistically significant. However,
abstaining does weaken test accuracy by a small but signif-
icant amount. In future work, it might be useful to revisit
the choice of weak rules, since it appears that the richer
combinatorial interaction of regular (yes/no) weak rules is
a slightly better predictive model. Nonetheless, the accu-
racy/interpretability trade-off in Robust GeneClass allows
us to extract interpretable and stable subtrees for target
gene analysis, enabling a more sensitive, detailed, and
biologically relevant study of gene regulatory response.
The second modeling challenge that we address in this
work is the issue of capturing condition-specific regula-
tion. The GeneClass approach learns a single predictive
model for all target genes based on the presence of bind-
ing site motifs in the promoter sequence and the activity
of regulators in the experiment. However, different paths
of prediction tree affect different targets under different
conditions, as represented by the state of the regulators. In
this way, the GeneClass model naturally captures condi-
tion-specific regulation, though the original work pre-
sented only global feature analysis. The post-processing
method described in the current work addresses condi-
tion-specific regulation by extracting and analyzing sub-
trees corresponding to related sets of experiments.
Robust GeneClass also incorporates computational
improvements that allow us to scale to larger problem
sizes, using all regulators in yeast as the candidate parent
set and using all genes as targets. In addition, we present
results based on using transcription factor occupancy as
measured by ChIP chip assays to replace binding site data,
and in examples of our post-processing framework for tar-
get gene, we also perform simple signaling pathway anal-
ysis. In other work, we have extended the GeneClass
model to incorporate motif discovery with the MEDUSA
algorithm [26], and we are investigating ways to use pro-
tein-protein interaction data to better model and retrieve
signaling pathways. We anticipate that the predictive
modeling methodology that we develop here will become
a valuable new approach for gaining biological insight
from high throughput genomic data sources.
Methods
The GeneClass algorithm
The GeneClass algorithm for predicting differential gene
expression starts with a candidate set of motifs μ represent-
ing known or putative regulatory element sequence pat-
terns and a candidate set of regulators or parents π. For
each (gene, experiment) example in our gene expression
dataset, we have two sources of feature information rela-
tive to the candidate motifs and candidate parent sets: a
bit vector Mμg of motif occurrences of patterns μ in the reg-
ulatory sequence of gene g, and the vector Pπe  {-1, 0, 1}
of expression states for parent genes π in the experiment e.
GeneClass uses the AdaBoost algorithm to iteratively
build an alternating decision tree (ADT) based on motif-
parent features. Adaboost is a general algorithm for binary
prediction problems, where the training set consists of
pairs (x1, y1), ..., (xm, ym), xi corresponds to the features of
an example, and yi  {-1, +1} is the binary label to be pre-
dicted. In our case, training examples xi are gene-experi-
ment instances, represented by the motif occurrence and
parent expression features, and labels yi represent whether
the gene is over-expressed (+1) or under-expressed (-1) in
the experiment. An ADT is a margin-based generalization
of a decision tree that consists of alternating layers of split-
ter nodes, which ask yes/no questions based on a particu-
lar feature, and prediction nodes, which contain a real-
valued score associated with the yes or no answer. Boost-
ing works in rounds and maintains a weight distribution
over training examples, i.e. an assignment of a non-nega-
tive real value Wi to each example (xi, yi). At each round of
boosting, the ADT algorithm selects a (μ, π) feature and
adds a splitter node — based on a boolean condition such
as "motif μ is present and regulator π is over-expressed (or
under-expressed)" — and an associated prediction node.
The feature is chosen to optimize a loss function Z (see
below) that depends on the current weighting of the
examples. The weighting is then updated in order to focus
on training examples on which the current ADT model
still performs poorly. The final prediction score for a
(gene, experiment) example is the sum of all prediction
nodes in all paths in the ADT that are consistent with thePage 11 of 14
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mic details.)
Computational and statistical improvements
In the following, Mμg denotes the binary motif matrix
(indicating the presence of motif μ in the promoter region
of gene g), and  ( ) the binary parent-state matrix
(indicating an up- or down-regulated state of parent π in
experiment e). The features are pairs (μ, πs), s  {↑, ↓},
while examples are pairs (g, e).  is the matrix of all
boosting weights at a given iteration. We define 
( ) to be the sum of weights over up- (down-) exam-
ples having feature (μ, πs) and .
Faster computation of boosting statistics
The Adaboost loss function
[27] , for weak learners
predicting in {0, 1}, can be calculated for outer-product
features (μ, πs) in an efficient way using sparse matrix mul-
tiplication. For example,  the weight of all examples
with label +1 having feature (μ, π↑), can be computed as
, where  is a binary
matrix indicating the examples (g, e) having positive
labels. This efficiency improvement allows us to scale up
to the full set of regulators and include expression data for
all genes as training examples.
Abstaining
As a consequence of the sparseness of Mμg and , the
no-answer (absence of the feature) for a given splitter
node is true for the predominant part of the data. By
abstaining from predicting "no", trained ADTs become
shallower, and specific paths in the tree are statistically
more significant and more easily intepretable in biologi-
cal terms. Also, since at each iteration a single prediction
node rather than a "yes" and "no" pair of nodes is added
to the tree, the search space at each iteration is half as big
as before.
Stabilization
At each iteration boosting adds the weak rule with the
smallest loss Z. The training examples are then reweighted
such that they become decorrelated with the previously
added rule. As discussed in the Results section, this leads
to stability and interpretability issues.
We solve these problems by averaging the prediction of
several weak rules in the case where the rules with smallest
loss Z are highly correlated with each other. We determine
whether the empirical correlation is statistically signifi-
cant by comparing it with a threshold which is is a func-
tion of the weights of the examples used for choosing the
rules. The function we use is motivated by Hoeffding
bounds [28]. As shown in the Results section, this scheme
stabilizes the trees trained on different folds.
At every boosting iteration we consider the overlap of each
feature with the feature of smallest boosting loss Z; i.e.,
the total weight of the examples with both features equal
to 1. We average over those features for which the overlap
is smaller than , where η1 is an empirically
chosen parameter. The dependence on the weights 
is motivated by Hoeffding bounds [28,29]. In addition,
our algorithm abstains from stabilization if the advantage
of the weak rules over random-guessing is so small that
the interpretability of the selected features becomes ques-
tionable. The stabilization is thus skipped if the difference
of the weighted loss and 1/2 is smaller than
, where η2 is a second empirically chosen
parameter. For all runs in this paper we used η1 = η2 = 0.1.
Detailed pseudo-code for this algorithm is available on
the supplementary website [17].
Improved noise model
In earlier work [11], we used a simple noise model to dis-
cretize the gene expression data into three levels — down-
regulation (-1), up-regulation (+1), and no significant
change beyond noise levels (0) or baseline — based on
the empirical noise distribution around the baseline (0).
We now extend the noise model to account for intensity
specific effects using the raw data from both the Cy3(R)
and Cy5(G) channels. In order to estimate the null model,
we use a control experiment [15] for the DNA damage
dataset and the three replicate unstimulated heat-shock
experiments for the ESR dataset [14]. The
 versus  plots (Figure
6) show the intensity specific distribution of the noise in
the log-ratios. We compute the cumulative empirical null
distribution of M conditioned on A by binning the A var-
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while having sufficient data points per bin. For any expres-
sion value (M, A) of a gene in an experiment, we estimate
a p-value based on the null distribution conditioned on A,
and we use a p-value cutoff of 0.05 to discretize the expres-
sion values into +1, -1 or 0 (see supplementary website
[17] for details).
Post-processing
In our previous work [11], we used basic scoring metrics
— namely the abundance score (AS: the number of times
a particular motif, regulator or motif-parent pair occurs in
the tree) and the iteration score (IS: the earliest iteration at
which a feature occurs in the tree) — to rank features in
the full learned ADT, obtaining a global view of various
stress regulatory responses. However, since we build a sin-
gle predictive model for regulation in (gene, experiment)
examples, we can restrict to the regulation program for a
particular target gene or set of genes in a particular exper-
iment or a set of experiments, giving a detailed and local
view.
Individual and group target gene analysis
To consider a gene or group of genes in a single experi-
ment, we extract all paths in the ADT whose splitter nodes
evaluate true for the (gene, experiment) pairs in question.
We then rank motifs, parents and motif-parent pairs using
AS and IS in the extracted subtree.
When considering target genes in multiple experiments,
we also use the frequency score (FS), defined as the number
of times any target gene passes through a splitter node
containing the feature in all the experiments for which the
gene's label is correctly predicted. This technique is useful
for identifying regulators and motifs that are actively reg-
ulating the target genes in different conditions.
Signaling pathways and regulator analysis
Different signaling pathways are activated under different
stress conditions, and these highly interconnected path-
ways affect regulation via activation or repression of sets
of transcription factors. Since many kinases are auto-regu-
lated or are in tight positive and/or negative feedback
mechanisms with the transcription factors that they regu-
late [14], we hypothesize that mRNA levels of signaling
molecules in particular pathways might be predictive of
expression patterns of targets genes of downstream tran-
scription factors. First, we use individual target gene anal-
ysis to study regulators that are predictive of the mRNA of
other regulators (including regulators in the target gene
set). Second, we use ChIP data [16] in place of motif data
— representing the binding potential of a target gene's
regulatory sequence by a bit vector of transcription factor
occupancies rather than a motif bit vector — and then
study the signaling molecules that associate with the
motif in high scoring features.
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